
Need a sign you don't see here? We can make it! 

Contact your sales rep or click here for help!  
 

Construction Site Distancing Sign 

12x18 sign printed on 3mm Sintra. Lightweight and can be taped or screwed to a 
wall or put in a standing sign holder. 
 
1 12x18 Sintra Sign - $20/ea 
2-5 12x18 Sintra Signs - $15/ea 
6-10 12x18 Sintra Signs - $11/ea 
 
To place or customize an order contact your sales rep or CLICK HERE  

 

 

 

  

  

Sanitize Your Work Area Sign 

12x18 sign printed on 3mm Sintra. Lightweight and can be taped or screwed to a 
wall or put in a standing sign holder. 
 
1 12x18 Sintra Sign - $20/ea 
2-5 12x18 Sintra Signs - $15/ea 
6-10 12x18 Sintra Signs - $11/ea 
 
To place or customize an order contact your sales rep or CLICK HERE  

 

 

 

  

  

No Visitors Allowed Sign 

12x18 sign printed on 3mm Sintra. Lightweight and can be taped or screwed to a 
wall or put in a standing sign holder. 
 
1 12x18 Sintra Sign - $20/ea 
2-5 12x18 Sintra Signs - $15/ea 
6-10 12x18 Sintra Signs - $11/ea 
 
To place or customize an order contact your sales rep or CLICK HERE  

 

 

 

  

  

Face Masks Required Sign 

12x18 sign printed on 3mm Sintra. Lightweight and can be taped or screwed to a 
wall or put in a standing sign holder. 
 
1 12x18 Sintra Sign - $20/ea 
2-5 12x18 Sintra Signs - $15/ea 
6-10 12x18 Sintra Signs - $11/ea 
 
To place or customize an order contact your sales rep or CLICK HERE  

 

 

 

  

  

Face Masks Required Beyond This Point Sign 

12x18 sign printed on 3mm Sintra. Lightweight and can be taped or screwed to a 
wall or put in a standing sign holder. 
 
1 12x18 Sintra Sign - $20/ea 
2-5 12x18 Sintra Signs - $15/ea 
6-10 12x18 Sintra Signs - $11/ea 
 
To place or customize an order contact your sales rep or CLICK HERE  

 

 

 

Need fence banners? Need floor graphics?  
Want to add your logo?  
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All of these latest designs can be modified to meet your needs! 

 

Hand Washing Station Sign 

12x18 sign printed on 3mm Sintra. Lightweight and can be taped or screwed to a 
wall or put in a standing sign holder. 
 
1 12x18 Sintra Sign - $20/ea 
2-5 12x18 Sintra Signs - $15/ea 
6-10 12x18 Sintra Signs - $11/ea 
 
To place or customize an order contact your sales rep or CLICK HERE  

 

 

 

Stop The Spread of Germs Sign 

12x18 sign printed on 3mm Sintra. Lightweight and can be taped or screwed to a 
wall or put in a standing sign holder. 
 
1 12x18 Sintra Sign - $20/ea 
2-5 12x18 Sintra Signs - $15/ea 
6-10 12x18 Sintra Signs - $11/ea 
 
To place or customize an order contact your sales rep or CLICK HERE  

 

 

 

Properly Wash Your Hands Sign 

12x18 sign printed on 3mm Sintra. Lightweight and can be taped or screwed to a 
wall or put in a standing sign holder. 
 
1 12x18 Sintra Sign - $20/ea 
2-5 12x18 Sintra Signs - $15/ea 
6-10 12x18 Sintra Signs - $11/ea 
 
To place or customize an order contact your sales rep or CLICK HERE  

 

 

 

Social Distancing Sign 

12x18 sign printed on 3mm Sintra. Lightweight and can be taped or screwed to a 
wall or put in a standing sign holder. 
 
1 12x18 Sintra Sign - $20/ea 
2-5 12x18 Sintra Signs - $15/ea 
6-10 12x18 Sintra Signs - $11/ea 
 
To place or customize an order contact your sales rep or CLICK HERE  

 

 

 

Wash Hands Before Entering Sign 

12x18 sign printed on 3mm Sintra. Lightweight and can be taped or screwed to a 
wall or put in a standing sign holder. 
 
1 12x18 Sintra Sign - $20/ea 
2-5 12x18 Sintra Signs - $15/ea 
6-10 12x18 Sintra Signs - $11/ea 
 
To place or customize an order contact your sales rep or CLICK HERE  

 

 

 

Have your own sign design you need printed? We can help with that too! 

Social Distancing Floor Graphic 

12" Floor graphic for social distance spacing. Available in 6 packs. Design can 
be easily modified with your logo and colors! 
 
$55.00 per 6-pack 
 
To place or customize an order contact your sales rep or CLICK HERE  

 

 

 

  

  

Floor Stand Sign Holder 

Graphic floor stand. All 12x18 safety signs can be printed to fit in this stand. 
Available in both horizontal and vertical sign models. 
 
We have many different options available including table top stands.  
 
To place or customize an order contact your sales rep or CLICK HERE  

 

 

 

  

  

Hand Sanitizer Station and Sign 

Hand sanitizer station that includes sign frame. Available with either a 8.5x11 
or 11x14.  
 
Hand sanitizer and dispenser not included. 
 
To place or customize an order contact your sales rep or CLICK HERE  

 

 

 

KalBlue is here to help you open your 
job sites as safely as possible! 
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